Draughting Materials and Athletic Supplies

THIRD FLOOR, ESSEX STREET SIDE

We have instituted a Sporting Goods Department which can undersell all other house dealing in athletic furnishings. We can equip the Track Team, Fencing Team and the Class Teams, all we ask is a chance to figure on the supplies. For the individual we have a well chosen line, of the very best makes. Golf. goods are specialties, just come in and ask a few prices, you can’t duplicate them in the state. The immense quantities in which the Siegel Chain of stores makes its purchases brings this about.

ATHLETIC GOODS

Sweaters

No where in town can you see such an assortment of fine, heavy sweaters as here. The V-neck and the golf-style style continue to be as popular as ever with Tech. men and they save a fine line. We can supply the Freshman and Sophomore Team — when they get their uniforms.

Fencing Goods

We have some of the most perfect and Italian blades. Ask our prices on masks, gloves and plastrons before buying elsewhere, we can undersell the sporting goods houses at every price.

Canoes

Next spring you will want one on the Charles, look at them now so that you will know where to buy them.

Gym Clothes

We can supply just what you want; fine new lines to match the new Gym Jersies, running drawers and supporters will fill you order.

THE COLLEGE PIPE

Our Special, in three shapes, hand-made vulcanite mouthpiece, French Briar bowl and sterling silver band. Sit out on Rogers steps with one of these. To introduce to the Tech trade, we are marking them $1.00.

BOSTON'S NEW STORE

STRICTLY FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT.

HENRY SIEGEL CO.

WASHINGTON & ESSEX STS.

Developing and Printing

The average Tech man has no chance to develop or print in his room. We do it for him. Films, 5c. a roll; plateup to 8 x 10 in. 5c. each; printing and mounting, from 5c. to 50c. according to size. We have every facility for doing high-grade enlarging at similar rates.

DR. W. J. CURRIER

DENTIST

90 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

BOSTON, MASS.

FACULTY NOTICES.

(Continued from page 2.)

conflicts can be avoided, by a tem- in-erary arrangement with other instruc-

tors.

The recitations in periodic cur-

rents, fourth year, Course VI will

begin on Monday, Oct. 9, and will be

held from 11:10 to 12, the divisions

in sections being the same as for the

Electrical Engineering Laboratory.

The room is 21 Lowell except

on Tuesday, when 24 Lowell will be

used.

The Technology Review

A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE

DEVOTED TO THE

INTERESTS OF THE

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

AND

Published by the Association of Class Secretaries

83 NEBEL STREET, BOSTON

The Review aims to develop closer relations among institute men, and to stimulate their interest in the work of the College.

It is in no sense an engineering magazine, but deals broadly with the problems of Technological Education and the responsibilities of the profession.

SUBSCRIPTION, ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

SINGLE COPIES, TWENTY-CENT COUPONS

THE COLLEGE PIPE

BOSTON, MASS., WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1905

STEINS

In the basement are shelves crowded with steins which every Tech student will appreciate. There are some as plain as the Union mugs and others that will hold the better part of a gallon. We have German and Dutch ones that are worth investigating.

STEINS

BUSTED BY ELECTRIC LIGHT

BLUE PRINTS BY ELECTRIC LIGHT

Blue Print Paper and Drafting Supplies

B. L. MAKEPEACE

345A Washington Street, Boston

MEADOWBROOK RESTAURANT

24-26 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

COOLEY SQUARE

BRANCH AT 13 NORWAY STREET

Open Until 1 A.M.

TECH MEN

NOW is the time to prepare for a good summer position as Chaffeur, repairman or salesman before the F’s come. Special tutoring in Descriptive Geometry and Drawing.

FOLJAMBE AUTO SCHOOL

21-29 Stonehay St., Boston

The Old Corner Bookstore,

27-29 Bromfield Street,

Boston, Mass.

"LOWEST PRICES."

W. M. ROWAN

"THE TECH BARBER"


SPECIAL TO STUDENTS

HAIR CUT 20 CENTS — SHAVE 15 CENTS